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Intelligent Buildings®, LLC is a Smart Real Estate professional services company.

We provide planning and implementation management of our next generation strategy for new building 

projects, existing portfolio optimization and smart community development. 

We are a recognized thought leader with numerous industry firsts, including consultation on the award-

winning “Smartest Building in America”, conception and development of a Clinton Global Initiative public-

private partnership, program management for the largest energy analytics project in North America and 

development of national smart building standards for the US, Canadian and Singapore federal govern-

ments.

We have developed a consistent and proven technology approach for new projects and optimizing exist-

ing portfolios that respects the stakeholders and traditional process, while not compromising on the reali-

ties of today’s building technology and opportunities of the information age.

Intelligent Buildings has worked extensively throughout the US and Canada in over 85 different cities, 

along with select international work and market research in The Middle East, Asia and Central America.

Headquartered in Charlotte, NC and with staff in Atlanta, Birmingham, Chicago, Dallas, New York, Milwau-

kee, and Washington, DC, our firm has advised on some of the world’s most “intelligent” buildings and real-

estate projects since 2004.

OUR COMPANY
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What makes us different
We stand alone in the marketplace because we are the only company that was founded to focus solely on smart 

building technology consulting and services. Since 2004 we have been a thought leader because we understood 

there are three legs to the smart building stool which include: 1) buildings and their operational technologies such 

as control systems, middleware, and protocols, 2) people and processes that includes workflow, management and 

measurements and 3) information technologies, such as, networking, servers, cloud, and cyber. 

BUILDING SYSTEMS
Control systems including: HVAC, Lighting, Elevator and Metering

We leverage a range of engineering skill sets including mechanical, electrical, civil, and industrial. With extensive 
experience on multiple controls systems, middleware, analytics, and other facility technologies, we can evaluate 
something as narrow as a specific controls system replacement or as broad as developing a “destination archi-
tecture” for long-term integration and interoperability.

PEOPLE & PROCESSES
Organizational alignment, workflow, management and vendor policy

No technology is effective without organizational alignment. It is necessary to evaluate the changing marketplace 
and the variety of new technology opportunities in light of the organizational impact. This can impact budget “buck-
ets”, roles and responsibilities and general workflow. We have a deep understanding of the cultural environment in 
real estate and the various stakeholders’ experiences and sensitivities.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Cloud, analytics, cyber and networks

Today’s controls systems and solutions are based on information technology (IT), including local and wide area net-
working for interoperability, remote access, and real estate operations centers. Additionally, the rapidly emerging 
solutions for cloud, big data and analytics require IT experience and credibility. There is, however, a significant skills 
gap between the realities of the today’s real estate IT and the capability of the traditional support organizations such 
as architects, engineers, facility and property managers. It is critical for your organization to be equipped with the IT 
skill sets and resources to properly design, install and manage a modern controls network.
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cyber security

BUILDING CYBER SCORECARD

We have developed the industry’s first cyber security assess-

ment methodology specifically for building controls systems. 

This approach is based on the NIST (National Institute of Science 

and Technology) cyber security framework that has been wide-

ly accepted and includes the categories of identify, detect, pro-

tect, respond and recover. Beyond the NIST cyber framework, 

we found there were no subsequent methods or procedures 

for building controls systems (BCS), only for industrial controls 

systems (ICS). Hence the creation of Building Controls Systems - 

Cyber Assessment Methods & Procedures (BCS-CAMPsm). 

BCS-CAMPsm will give you an objective score on each key cat-

egory in the NIST framework and, more specifically, for each of 

the building control system sub-categories which will tell you 

exactly what you need to shore up to improve your score and 

reduce your risks.
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Cyber Compass

BUILDING CYBER COMPASS

Similar to our strategy compass, our building cyber security compass will identify where you are now as an 

organization and guide you on which areas you want to prioritize for budget, resources, and timing.

0

00Organization Focus Areas

NIST Framework Categories

BCS-CAMP Categories
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CyberSafe
Servi ce

cyber safe service

1. IB Gate (Remote Access)

Both vendors and staff should access building controls systems through a purpose-built, secure-access 

cloud. This will authenticate users before allowing them to access the building systems through a virtual 

private network (VPN). The connection point at the building can only communicate with the authentica-

tion cloud, and no other entry method is allowed. 

2. IB scan (System Inventory & Configuration)

Even authenticated users must adhere to policies and best practices after they have accessed the con-

trol system(s) remotely. Password change frequency, password custody, authorized user lists, connected 

device inventory, and other critical policy can be monitored and automatically flagged when out of 

compliance.

3. IB watch (Network Traffic)

Even when remote access is properly managed, organizations are at risk from internal or in-building 

breaches. This can be the result of network-hopping, physical connections onsite or other “back door” 

methods. Unlike traditional IT networks, these networks include building automation and control sys-

tem “field devices”. We will establish and document the normal network traffic patterns and automati-

cally flag any unauthorized connections.

CYBERSAFE BUILDING MONITORING

After assessing, prioritizing, and remediating your building cyber security risks, ongoing management is essential. 

There are three key functional areas the Intelligent Buildings CyberSafe service addresses:
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